An element / of a commutative Banach algebra is pseudo regular if there is a constant M with \\abf \\ < M\\af \\ \\bf \\ {a, b e 21). In many cases pseudo regularity implies formally stronger conditions such as relative invertibility; that is, / is invertible in some subalgebra of 21. In this paper we describe some algebraic methods which can be used to establish results of this kind. Given a pseudo regular element / of 21, af o bf = abf extends by continuity to a multiplication o, called the auxiliary multiplication, on J, the closed ideal generated by /. This leads to the fundamental inequality ll^llj* < M\φ(f)\ where φ is a multiplicative linear functional on 21. As applications of these ideas we identify the pseudo regular elements of the algebra C (/ί) [0, 1] as being the elements such that /,/',..., / (n) have no common zeros and the pseudo regular elements of the group algebra of a locally compact abelian group as being the relatively invertible elements. Similar constructions can be made when / is an element of an 21 module X though the structure is less rich in this case.
1. Introduction. The idea of pseudo regularity was introduced by Arens in [1] where he first proved results of the kind in this paper. The definition of auxiliary multiplication is given in §2. The product j ok is, heuristically, jk/f and this is made precise in Proposition 2.4 and Corollary 2.5. The fundamental inequality is proved in §3 where the equivalence of pseudo regularity and relative invertibility also appears (Corollary 3.6). The two remaining sections deal with pseudo regularity of an element / of an 21 module X ( §4) and of a system ( §5). In §5 we show that a system F = (/i,...,/«) € Qί n where 21 is a uniform algebra is pseudo regular if and only if (0, ... , 0) is an isolated point of {(φ(fι), ... , φ{f n )), Φ e 521} U {(0, ... , 0)} where <92l is the Silov boundary of 21. This extends a result in [1] for the case n = 1.
The author is indebted to Professor Arens for letting him have a copy of an early version of [1].
2. The auxiliary multiplication generated by a pseudo regular element. Let 21 be a commutative Banach algebra and let / e 21. We define a product o on 21/ by af o bf = abf {a, & e 21). This is well defined because if α/ = 0 then <z&/ = 0. Then o is jointly continuous if and only if / is pseudo regular. Also it is jointly continuous if and only if it has a continuous extension, which we also denote by o, to the closed ideal (21/)~ generated by /. In fact if / φ. (21/)~ it is convenient to replace (21/)~ by J = (21 1 /)" > where 21 * is the algebra obtained by adjoining an identity to 21 so that / is the smallest closed ideal in 21 containing /. This replacement is possible because we have Proposition 2.1 below. Of course if 21 has an identity or even an approximate identity, not necessarily bounded, then / = (21/)~ and this maneuver is unnecessary. PROPOSITION Here J° denotes the Banach space / with multiplication o. Saying it is a Banach equivalent algebra means that it is a Banach algebra under some equivalent norm-that is, that multiplication is continuous so that \\jok\\ < M\\j\\ \\k\\ (j, k e J) for some constant M but M is not necessarily 1. The only part of the proposition we have to prove is that / is the identity and this follows from af o f -af o\f -af (aell 1 ) so jof = j ( 7 G / PROPOSITION 2.3. If f is pseudo regular then for all j, k and I in J,
Proof. This is obvious for j, k, I e 21 1 / and follows for more general values by continuity.
The auxiliary product j ok behaves formally like jk/f. For semisimple algebras we get a more precise statement. Proof. We prove the result by induction on «. It is trivial for n = 0. If it is true for n = k and F satisfies the hypothesis with n = k+1 then 
where s = max{/, p} . We refer to the A p , 5p and C p as remainders. where Q is a polynomial in (x -c) and the remainders. As 
n+ι l so el = / and e is the identity for /. Then e o e is the inverse for / in / because f(e o e) = / o (^^) = / o e -e. Thus / is relatively invertible. COROLLARY 
If every closed ideal in 21 is the kernel of its hull then every pseudo regular element of 21 is relatively invertible.
The hull of an ideal is the set of maximal modular ideals which contain it. The kernel of a set of ideals is their intersection (see Rickart [3, p. 78] 
. Let 21 be a commutative Banach algebra with an approximate identity {not necessarily bounded) and which is generated by its minimal idempotents. Then an element f of % is pseudo regular if and only if it is relatively invertible and hence a finite linear combination of minimal idempotents.
Proof. Let S be the set of finite linear combinations of minimal idempotents in 21. Then 21 has an approximate identity {e a } of elements of S. If / is a closed ideal in 21 let E be the set of minimal idempotents in / and let E f be the others. Then /, the kernel of the hull of /, consists of those elements a of 21 with ae = 0 for all e in E'. Let a e J. Then e a a e S and e a ae = 0 for all e e E' so e a a is in the linear span of E. Thus e a a e J and hence a e J, showing that J = J. 
b) If there is K > 0 such that {φ: φeJ, \\φ\\ > K} is dense in J then f is invertible in J.
Proof. For a Banach equivalent algebra the standard proof that in a Banach algebra, if φ is a multiplicative linear functional, then \φ{ά)\ < ||α||, gives \φ(a)\ < M\\a\\. Thus if φ is a non zero multiplicative linear functional on / then, by 3.4, φ{f)~xφ is a multiplicative linear functional on J° and so \\φ{f)~xΦ\\ < M and (a) follows. For (b), (a) implies that \f(φ)\ > KM~ι on a dense subset of / and hence everywhere. Thus / is compact, J has an identity and / is invertible.
For the next result note that if / is any element of 21 and φ e 21 with φ(f) φ 0 then the restriction of φ to J is an element of / and this gives a homeomorphism of {φ: φe$ί, φ(f) Φ 0} onto /. THEOREM 
Let 21 be a commutative regular semisimple Banach algebra. Suppose that there is L > 0 such that for each φ e 21 and each neighbourhood N of φ there is a e 21 with \\a\\ < L, φ(a) = 1 and ψ{a) = 0 for ψ e 2t\iV. Then an element f of % is pseudo regular if and only if it is relatively invertible.
Note that it would be enough to have the condition satisfied for all φ in a dense subset of 21.
Proof. Suppose that / is pseudo regular. We will show that for all φ G /, \\φ\\j > L~ι (where \\φ\\j* is the norm of φ as an element of /*). 
Pseudo regularity in modules.
Let 21 be a commutative Banach algebra and X a left Banach 21 module which we convert to a bimodule by writing xa = ax (a e 21, x e X). Conversely if G is compact and / G X is a finite linear combination of characters then X is finite dimensional so o is continuous.
Note that even if G is not compact then any trigonometric polynomial / in X is pseudo regular. This shows that for example X = Cb(G) has non zero pseudo regular elements.
5. Pseudo regular systems. Let 21 be a commutative Banach algebra and denote the direct sum of n copies of 21 with ||(αi, ... , a n )\\ = Max{||αi||, ... , \\a n \\} by 21". Then 21" is also a commutative Banach algebra and is an 21 module with the action a[b\, ... , b n ) = (ab\, ... , <2^). Thus Definition 4.1 applies with 21" = X. Pseudo regular elements of 21" are called pseudo regular systems. This would be identical with [1, §4] if we had taken \\{aχ, ... , a n )\\ = Σ ||α/||. As this is an equivalent norm to the one we are using, the above definition of pseudo regular system agrees with that given by Arens.
Using the product in 21" , if F e 21" is a pseudo regular system then Proof. If the criterion is satisfied then, just as for n -1, F is a regular system in C(Y) where Y = {φ: φ e 521, φ(F) φ (0, ... , 0)} and so is a pseudo regular system [1, §4] .
For the converse if F is pseudo regular, ε > 0, φ is a weak peak point of 21 with φ(F) Φ (0, ... , 0) and N is an open neighbourhood of φ with \\ψ(F) -φ(F)\\ < ε for all ψ e N then there is a e 21 with </>(α) = 1 = ||α|| and \ψ(a)\ < 1 for all ψ in %\N. As 2t\N is compact there is P < 1 with |y/(α)| < P for all ψ in 2t\7V and replacing a by α m for a sufficiently large value of m we will have P<ε. Then aF e X, ||α/|| < ε||F|| + ||0(F)||+e and φ{aF) = φ{F) so that ||0|| π > ||0(F)|| (ε||F|| + 110(^)11 + ε)" 1 and taking the limit as ε -> 0 + we get ||0|| n > 1 so that by the lemma, \\Φ(F)\\ > M~ι.
Since the weak peak points are dense in 921 and W is open in the weak peak points in W are dense in W and ||0(^)11 > M~x for all φeW, which proves the result.
The question of whether Corollary 3.7 applies to systems based on the algebra L ι (G) seems an interesting question in harmonic analysis. DEFINITION 5.3. A system F in 2t w is relatively regular if it is a regular system in (e&) n for some idempotent e in 21. A relatively regular system is of course pseudo regular [1, §4] . This can be seen by taking g\, ... , g n e e2l with Σfigi = e so that, for a e 21, ||α*|| = II Σ^ftΊI < ll^ll Σ IIAll and so ||αW|| = \\aebF\\ < \\ae\\ \\bF\\ < M\\aF\\ \\bF\\ with M = Σ IIAll. 
